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ABSTRACT
This contribution presents a field study in which the initial stabilization of thin-film amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) is
investigated. Two grid-connected a-Si:H photovoltaic plants have been monitored and analyzed under real outdoor
conditions. A per-unit approach is proposed to compare PV plants with differences in their electrical characteristic and the
start-up date. The representation of a normalized per-unit PV power versus the accumulated incoming irradiation reveals an
evolution that can be characterized through an exposure-response function. By this function, two populations of defects in
the cells are detected. It is found that the stabilization process in the first year of operation produces a decrease of 10% in
the peak power, equivalent to a decrease of 0.5% in cell efficiency. The use of the accumulated PSH for conducting the
analysis of the initial stabilization produces similarities that cannot be obtained if a time scale is used. These results provide
a powerful tool for PV plant designers because they enable a prediction to be made of the time-scale stabilization response
in terms of unitary power, correlated with the peak sun hours received.

Highlights:
PV efficiency stabilization in a-Si:H modules by means of exposure-response function.
Dependency of defect populations with accumulated irradiation.
Different seasonal effects after initial stabilization depending on start date.
Normalization approach to compare different a-Si PV plants.
Cell efficiency comparison using flash-report data and experimental values.

Keywords: Long-term PV measures, Staebler-Wronski effect, a-Si:H stabilization, real outdoor conditions, light induced
degradation effect (LID)
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AM
a-Si:H
GI
IMPP
ISC
I-V
LID
MPP
NOCT
PMPP
PMPP_pu
PMPP_STC
PMPP_STC_pu
PSH
PV
pu
P-V
STC
Tamb
Tcell
TCO
VMPP
VOC
Wpk
α
β
γ
Ƞ

Air mass
Hydrogenated amorphous silicon
In-plane global irradiance (W/m²)
Maximum Power Point current (A)
Short-circuit current (A)
Current-Voltage curve
Light Induced Degradation
Maximum Power Point
Normal Operating Cell Temperature
Power in the Maximum Power Point (W)
Normalized value of the MPP power (pu)
MPP power corrected to STC conditions (W)
Normalized value of the MPP power corrected to STC
conditions (pu)
Peak Sun Hour (kWh/m2 with an irradiance equal to 1 kW/m²)
Photovoltaic
Per-unit
Power-Voltage curve
Standard Test Conditions
Ambient temperature (ºC)
Cell temperature (ºC)
Transparent Conductive Oxide
Maximum Power Point voltage (V)
Open circuit voltage (V)
Peak watt
Current temperature coefficient (%/ºC)
Voltage temperature coefficient (%/ºC)
Power temperature coefficient (%/ºC)
Efficiency (%)
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1.

Introduction

Profitably producing electricity from photovoltaic (PV) technology relies on the availability of PV modules that can operate
for 25-30 years outdoors. International standards have been developed to test and characterize the level of reliability that
PV modules achieve. Nevertheless, although these tests provide valuable information about PV module characteristics and
performances, differences between the expected performances and the actual measured performances when exposed to
outdoor conditions are observed. Studies of PV plant performance in outdoor conditions may give useful information that
enables an understanding of real module behavior and the reasons behind differences in performance.
The efficiency of PV solar cells is another key point for the success of electricity generation from this renewable
resource. PV technology development has been accelerated by several factors such as: its contribution to reducing global
warming; its consideration as an environmentally friendly technology; an impressive fall of prices of PV cells; governmental
support for renewable energies [1–4]. Around 92 % of the PV market was shared in 2015 between the two most important
crystalline silicon (c-Si) technologies: single-crystalline and poly-crystalline [5]. The rest of the market is shared among
several thin-film technologies (a-Si:H, CIS, CISG, CdTe, etc.) [6–9] and other technologies obtained by a combination of
different technologies (Tandem c-Si and a-Si, HIT, etc.). The main drawback of thin-film technologies compared to c-Si
technologies is the lower cell efficiency, although some commercial thin film modules are reaching values similar to those
obtained with poly-crystalline technology. Nevertheless, thin-film technologies needs less raw silicon (between 100 to 200
times less), less energy during manufacturing, and are easier to manufacture [10,11]. PV market information provided by
the International Energy Agency shows that the production of thin-film modules in the period 2011-2015 has remained
fairly constant [12].
The correction of the maximum power point (MPP) power to standard test conditions (STC) has created some
interpretation difficulties for these modules. Apart from the influence of module temperature and ambient variables
(common disruptive effects for all technologies) a-Si power rates depend on module history of sunlight exposure and on
recent hours of sun radiation. Thus, apart from having an accurate procedure to measure module output current and voltage,
a precise understanding of the module behavior operating in actual outdoor conditions is desirable. Only then, can a precise
prediction be made of the power delivered by a PV power plant based on these modules. This contribution presents a field
study of two PV plants based on a-Si:H modules, focusing the analysis in characterizing the initial behavior stage, defined
as the transitory process ending when PV plant output power stabilization occurs.
Studies on the behavior of PV plants has led to an increasing interest in understanding the factors affecting cell
efficiency and PV plant performance [13–15] in greater detail. Field experience in a-Si:H PV modules is the most extensive
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of all the thin-film technologies [16,17]. Knowledge obtained over the last three decades with a-Si:H manufacturing and aSi:H PV plants is now used in other emerging thin-film technologies: CIS, CISG, TeCd, etc.
a-Si:H cells present a given band-gap [18,19], a narrow spectral response [20,21], and relatively low absorption
coefficients [22]. Just as in all PV technologies, the PV field long-term yield is influenced by several factors: cell operating
temperature; front surface soiling [23,24]; mismatch losses [25]; cell aging [26]; and optical stabilization mechanisms [27].
One of the most important factors affecting the PV plant performance is the real operating temperature of the cell
(Tcell). PV module parameters under STC conditions are rated: GISTC=1000 W/m², Tcell_STC= 25 ºC, and AMSTC=1.5 AM.
NOCT is a parameter given by the PV module manufacturer in the datasheet, with typical values varying from 41 ºC to 51
ºC depending on the type of PV modules. For STC irradiance conditions, Tcell is between 26.3 ºC to 33.8 ºC greater than
Tamb. The parameter most affected in a solar cell by an increase in Tcell is the open-circuit voltage (which decreases) [22].
Increases in Tcell also lead to small PV current increases that cannot compensate for voltage drops, resulting in a reduction
in the power delivered by the PV modules.
Losses due to front surface soiling depend mainly on the specific characteristics of the PV plant location. Typical
loss values due to soiling can vary from 2 % to 4 % [23, 24, 28], with values that can reach 8 % in locations with large
quantities of dust – as in PV installations near cement factories, rural roads, or deserts. Some improvements in glass surfaces
have been developed to reduce losses due to soiling [29].
Mismatch losses appear when the I-V curve of two or more serial connected cells in a module (or modules in a
string) have different characteristics. These differences cause the total current of the module (or string) to be reduced to the
level of the worst cell connected in the serial circuit [30,31]. The main issues related to mismatch losses are the following:
optical stabilization in cells; anti-reflective coating impairment; fabrication defects; partial or total shadowing; or microcracks in the cell [32]. When cells that can produce a high current are connected in series with cells that produce a smaller
current (for the same environmental conditions), current recirculation will cause an overheating in the low current cell and
create hot-spots [33,34].
The aging of PV cells is continuously present and is the most important factor in the long-term stabilization of
semiconductor PV materials. This is produced for various reasons and including: anti-reflective coating aging [35];
variations in the resistances present in the PV module equivalent circuit [36]; and the natural daily temperature cycles that
cells suffer. All these factors increase the number of defects in the structure of the cells, and cause a decrease in the efficiency
that is commonly related to light induced degradation (LID) effects [37–40].
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PV plants based on a-Si:H modules present a specific performance behavior. During the first tens or hundreds of
hours of sun beam exposure, a-Si:H module efficiency is drastically reduced. Studies presented in [41–43] show that the
reduction in the efficiency of the cell from its initial value is in the range of 20 % to 30 % . The cell efficiency drop is
ascribed to the creation of additional metastable defects in the absorber layer [44], caused by the LID effect, with the main
contribution coming from the Staebler-Wronski effect [45]. After this initial efficiency reduction, a-Si:H modules exposed
to outdoor conditions exhibit, over a long-time scale, an efficiency pattern that increases during summer months and
decreases in the winter [46]. This is a seasonal (periodic) behavior with a small decrease in efficiency. These almost periodic
variations are the result of the superposition of several seasonal effects:
(a) High operating temperatures in summer reduce the power generation of a-Si:H modules, and this is closely
related to NOCT [47] and the power temperature coefficient, γ. The variation of the power generation related to
the temperature is quantified in the following section.
(b) Thermal annealing effects enhanced by high summer temperatures increase a-Si:H cell efficiency [48]. These
effects compensate the efficiency decrease caused by the Staebler-Wronski effect in the a-Si:H material.
(c) Seasonal spectral variations in solar radiation reaching the Earth's surface. The summer solar spectrum better
matches the wavelength region in which a-Si:H cells respond [46,49,50] and results in an increase in the shortcircuit currents [47] and, therefore, in increased energy generation.
(d) Since the solar altitude angle is higher in summer, sunlight travels less through the Earth’s atmosphere (smaller
AM values) and suffers less scattering loss. Scattering losses are more significant in the short wavelength range.
(e) When the series resistance is small enough, the efficiency of all PV modules increases with the irradiance [51].
Therefore, we can expect a slight increase in module efficiency in summer from this effect.
This paper analyzes the stabilization process of two different a-Si:H plants under real operating conditions. Both
installations are located in Valencia, in different buildings of the Universitat Politècnica de València (UPV), with differing
electrical and mechanical conditions. The analysis is performed over the data acquired by a monitor system during the first
months of plant operations. The purpose of this contribution is the characterization of the plant stabilization process,
identifying the length of time before the PV plant reaches stable behavior. PV plant efficiency as a function of time is
parametrized with suitable functions and the physical mechanisms that could explain the observed efficiency pattern are
discussed.
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The layout of the paper is as follows. In the following section the PV plants under study are described, detailing
the modules used in the installation, specifying the conditions of each installation, as well as the monitoring system used to
acquire the most significant variables. In the next section, the acquired data is presented, analyzed, and discussed to
characterize and understand the stabilization process of each PV plant. The final section details the conclusions.

2.

Description of the PV plants and the monitoring system

Two a-Si:H PV plants were built at the UPV with several aims. Firstly, as an excellent practical tool for training courses for
students in the renewable energy field. Secondly, to increase energy production from renewable sources, in line with the
UPV environmental management system. And thirdly, as a field laboratory to analyze the outdoor behavior of these PV
plants. The PV plants are located on the roofs of two different buildings (Nexus and ETSID) of the UPV, some 200 m apart,
with a similar height of 25 m. Both PV plants are connected to the electrical power network of the buildings with PV
inverters.
The PV module used in the installation is the EPV52, an a-Si:H module supplied by EPVSOLAR. The datasheet
characteristics, percentage of the initial variation, and calculated maximum initial values are detailed in the three first rows
in Table 1. The tolerance for MPP power is ±5 %. The STC values are given by the manufacturer after the stabilization
period. Maximum initial values were considered during the design of the PV field and the inverter compatibility study. The
final four rows include average values of the different parameters obtained for each installation (first two rows show the
ETSID PV plant and the last two rows show the NEXUS PV plant) from the corresponding flash-test report of the modules
provided by the manufacturer.
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Table 1.
EPV-52 a-Si:H module characteristics obtained from datasheet and flash-test reports.

PMPP ( Wpk)

VOC (V)

VMPP ( V)

IMPP (A)

ISC (A)

Cell
efficiency

STC module values

52

60

45

1.15

1.44

5.54 %

Maximum initial variation

20 %

10 %

10 %

15 %

10 %

-

Maximum initial values

62.4

66

49.5

1.32

1.58

6.64 %

58.7

61.41

45.58

1.28

1.53

6.25 %

12.9 %

2.3 %

1.3 %

11.3 %

6.3 %

+ 0.71 %

59.7

62.09

47.23

1.26

1.527

6.36 %

14.8 %

3.5 %

5.0 %

9.6 %

6.0 %

+ 0.82 %

Average values in modules used
in ETSID PV plant (from flash
report)
Average variation in ETSID
Average values in modules used
in NEXUS PV plant (from flash
report)
Average variation in NEXUS

Temperature coefficients also appear in the datasheet and are included in Table 2. NOCT temperature, which is not
included in regular datasheets, has been obtained directly from the manufacturer.
Table 2.
Temperature coefficients and NOCT temperature for EPV-52 a-Si:H module.

 (%/K)

 (%/K)

 (%/K)

NOCT (ºC)

+0.09

-0.28

-0.19



The following expression establishes the approximate relationship between Tcell and Tamb temperatures:
20

(1)

Power delivered by a PV module under specific Tcell and global irradiance (GI) can be calculated with the following
expression:

_

_

º

1

%

º

25

(2)

The installation on the roof of the ETSID building has 64 modules organized in 8 strings with 8 modules in series
per string. Operation started at the end of July 2010. The MPP power of the installation is PMPP_ETSID=3328 Wpk, calculated
with the STC value of the module multiplied by the number of modules. The maximum initial MPP power can reach 3993.6
Wpk, calculated with the maximum initial values before stabilization. The MPP flash-test report power is 3756.8 Wpk, as
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calculated by summing the PMPP values detailed in this document. All modules are mounted on a flat plane that is tilted 20º
(smaller than the optimum angle for that maximizes the yearly energy yield – which is around 34º for Valencia) [52, 53].
The smaller tilt improves energy production during summer, when irradiance levels are higher. At the same time, the tilt
was selected to reduce the wind load transmitted to the building, considering that the installation is mounted in one corner
of the building, with a top height 30 m above ground, and without other surrounding buildings. The PV plant faces south
with an azimuth equal to 18.6º (facing west), which is the same as the building and this enables a better integration of the
installation on the roof and so a maximization of the peak power of the installation over the available surface. Fig. 1 shows
the single-line diagram representing all the components present in the ETSID PV plant, showed in Fig. 2. Public access to
the plant monitoring system is shown in [54].

Fig. 1. ETSID PV plant electrical single-line diagram.

Fig. 2. ETSID photovoltaic field.
The Danfoss ULX3600HV grid-connected inverter used in the installation enables up to 3.9 kW in the PV field.
The maximum initial MPP power (3993.6 Wpk) is slightly greater than the maximum power fixed in the inverter datasheet,
but the inverter can modify the point of operation to protect itself from over-power and over-currents in the DC input. The
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inverter has two independent maximum power point trackers (MPPT), so the PV field is divided in two symmetric parts
(each connected to its corresponding MPPT). Two combiner boxes are used for the parallel connection of the four strings
(box 1 in Fig. 1). The DC/DC power converter that implements the MPPT algorithm also includes a high frequency
transformer that provides galvanic isolation to the inverter. This feature is necessary because the PV module manufacturer
recommends connecting the negative pole of the PV field to the electrical earth in order to avoid corrosion of the TCO.
Such corrosion can appear if the voltage of the negative terminal of the photovoltaic field is negative with respect to earth
[55]. Connection of the negative pole to earth is made in box 2 in Fig. 1. The second row of Table 3 shows the most
important characteristics of this inverter.
Table 3:
Characteristics of the inverters used in the PV installations.
Inverter model
Danfoss ULX3600HV
(ETSID)
SMA Sunny Boy 1200
(NEXUS)

Vdc_max

Vdc_min

Idc_max

PPV_max

EUR

max

600 V

200 V

14 A

3900 W

93.4 %

94.3 %

400 V

100 V

12.6 A

1320 W

90.7 %

92.1 %

The model selected can work with high voltages on the DC side, being suitable for thin-film modules that usually
generate larger voltages than c-Si modules. To limit the maximum open circuit voltage to values smaller than 600 V under
any operating conditions, the maximum number of EPV52 modules that can be connected to the ULX3600HV DC inputs
is 8 in series per string. Initial over-voltages in a-Si modules combined with low Tamb are the worst conditions to consider
for the design of the strings.
The installation also includes an AC panel with the corresponding breakers for limiting maximum inverter output
current and for protecting against indirect contacts due to residual currents. Furthermore, a monitoring system acquires and
stores all the magnitudes necessary to verify the correct operation of the PV system.
The installation in the Nexus building uses 20 EPV52 modules and started its operation at the beginning of April
2011. The PV field has five strings, with four modules connected in series per string. The MPP power of the installation is
PMPP_NEXUS=1040 Wpk, the MPP flash-test report power is equal to 1194 Wpk, and the maximum initial MPP power can reach
1248 Wpk. The installation faces south and the tilt is 30º. The five strings of the PV field are connected in parallel in a DC
combiner box (box 1 in Fig. 3), in which the negative pole of the PV field is also connected to the earth of the electrical
installation to avoid TCO corrosion problems. The output wires of the combiner box are connected to the DC input of the
inverter, as shown in the single-line diagram in Fig. 3. Public access to the monitor system of this plant is in [56].
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Fig. 3. NEXUS PV plant electrical single-line diagram.
The inverter used in this installation is the SMA Sunny Boy 1200. The key characteristics of this inverter are
detailed in the third row of Table 3. The inverter includes a low frequency transformer in the AC converter output, enabling
the grounding of the PV array negative pole. Comparing the inverters used in these installations, the use of a grid transformer
in the inverter output decreases the efficiency of the conversion (and the performance ratio of the installation) by around 2.7 % when averaged European efficiency (EUR) values are used.
Both installation fuses and diodes are connected in series in each string (box 1 in Fig. 1 and Fig. 3). Fuses are
included by default in the Eos Array monitoring system and are intended for limiting the maximum current flowing through
the strings. Diodes are included in the DC combiner boxes that are used to connect in parallel several strings before
connecting to the corresponding inverter DC input. Diodes avoid the flow of reverse currents when several strings are
connected in parallel. Protections on the AC side of the installations include an automatic breaker that limits the maximum
output current, and a residual-current breaker used as protection against indirect contact (for safety).
A monitoring system is included in each facility to test and understand the performance evolution of both plants.
Measures of string voltage and current, irradiance, Tcell, and Tamb are acquired. Both installations are monitored with an Eos
Array data acquisition system (provided by Carlo Gavazzi). The monitoring systems include one VMU-S unit per string for
the measurement of the string MPP voltage and current (five units for the NEXUS plant and eight units for the ETSID
plant). Two VMU-P units are needed for the measurement of irradiance, Tcell, and Tamb in both PV installations. The Tcell
sensor (Tempsol 1000 unit) is attached to the center of the back surface of a module by means of a self-adhesive that is
included by the manufacturer. The sensor includes a heat conductor metal body with a Pt1000 sensor inside. The Tamb sensor
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(IKE 2000 1k unit) also uses a Pt1000 sensor that is encapsulated in a thermoplastic enclosure and located in the back space
of the PV field – at some distance with respect to the module surface in order to correctly measure the Tamb (under shadowing
conditions). Both temperature sensors have a tolerance equal to 0ºC0.3ºC and class B accuracy according to EN60751.
Solar irradiance is measured using a Cellsol 200 unit, that includes a small mono-crystalline cell that must be installed on
the same plane as the PV modules. Typical sensor output for 1000 W/m2 is around 75 mV, but each sensor includes a label
detailing the calibration ratio that must be included in the configuration of the Eos Array monitor system for accurate
irradiance measurement. The range measured by the irradiance is from 0 to 1500 W/m2 and its accuracy is 5% (annual
average). All the information from VMU-S and VMU-P measuring units is collected by the master module, the VMU-M
unit. Every value stored in the VMU-M memory is the result of the average calculation, in a one minute interval, of the
variables measured and sampled every two seconds. MPP power is calculated by multiplying the corresponding MPP
voltage and current. The accuracy of the voltage and current values is equal to 0.5%+2 digits, while the accuracy of the
power values is equal to 1%+2 digits). The MPP power multiplied by 1/60 yields the DC energy produced by each string
during the one minute interval. AC energy supplied by the grid-connected inverter is calculated from the pulses provided
by the S0 output of an AC energy meter. The pulses are connected to the second digital input of a VMU-M unit. The
performance ratio of the inverter can be calculated dividing the AC output energy by the DC input energy.
The use of a monitoring system oriented to the PV string enables analyzing the stabilization process for both aSi:H PV plants under real outdoor conditions [57, 58]. Other important reference values of PV systems can be obtained
using this monitoring system: performance ratio; reference yield; array yield; final yield; mismatch losses; etc.

3. Analysis of the stabilization process due to LID effect in
a:Si modules
This contribution is focused on the analysis and characterization of the transitory process present in PV plants based on
aSi:H modules during the first hours of operation. A field study of two photovoltaic facilities has been completed to
characterize the transitory process that ends when a stationary behavior is reached. The actual behavior of the photovoltaic
plant is compared with the values supplied by the manufacturer. Module parameters used in this analysis are taken from the
electrical data given by the manufacturer for each photovoltaic string (included in the real flash-test report for each module).

Calculation of the normalized value of the MPP power under STC conditions
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To analyze the real power output and its stabilization, three data collections (GI, Tcell, and PMPP) were taken at
different intervals of the day for each string (8 strings in ETSID and 5 strings in NEXUS). Irradiance values in all cases are
greater than 700 W/m² in order to have reliable values. At the same time, the irradiance presents small variations around
the interval selected (GI<20 W/m2/min) [59], according to IEC 61829:1995 and the expression used to calculate the STC
power [60]. Eq. (3) enables obtaining the MPP power corrected to STC conditions (PMPP_STC) if operating conditions are
known (GI and Tcell). This expression is going to be used for correcting the power values acquired with different operating
conditions in the two PV plants under study. By using the average value of the PMPP_STC power for the three selected
measures in a day, a value is obtained that is independent of the temperature and the instantaneous irradiance that affects
the cell.

(3)

_

A normalized value of the MPP power (PMPP_pu) and the PMPP_STC power (PMPP_STC_pu) are defined for each PV
installation. It is possible with these parameters to compare both facilities at the same scale of value. Eq. (4) and (5) show
how the normalization is performed:
∑

_

_

_

_

∑

(4)

_

5

Where n is the number of strings per facility (eight in ETSID and five in NEXUS), and the base powers are
Pbase_ETSID=PMPP_ETSID=3328 Wpk (64 modules) and Pbase_NEXUS= PMPP_NEXUS= 1040 Wpk (20 modules). Fig. 4 shows the
procedure followed to calculate the normalized power in each per-unit base. By means of the per unit system, the PV plant
power differences in absolute values are converted to base values that enable easier comparison.
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Fig. 4. Flow chart showing the procedure followed to calculate normalized powers.
Fig. 5 includes, for the beginning of operation of ETSID PV plant, the PMPP_pu and its corresponding PMPP_STC_pu
values calculated by means of Eq. (3)-(5). It shows that, during midday, the PMPP_STC_pu is a much more reliable and stable
parameter for comparing the photovoltaic modules due to the correction of the irradiation and temperature.

Fig. 5. PMPP_pu and PMPP_STC_pu values for the beginning of the operation in ETSID PV plant.
The study of the evolution of the normalized PMPP_pu and PMPP_STC_pu values was performed during one year. After
filtering the raw data (GI>700 W/m2 and GI<20 W/m2/min), approximately one measure per day was used to carry out the
analysis. The values selected enabled adequate values to be found until winter (due to climatic conditions of Valencia). Fig.
6 shows the values of the normalized PMPP_pu and PMPP_STC_pu plus the irradiance for the first months of operation of the
ETSID PV plant. The PMPP_STC_pu values enable an analysis to be made of the stabilization of both PV plants, as well as a
study of the main factors in this stabilization process.
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Fig. 6. Irradiance, PMPP_STC_pu, and PMPP_pu for the first four months of operation in ETSID PV plant.
PMPP_STC_pu values for the first year of performance of both facilities has been gathered and statistically analyzed.
Maximum PMPP_STC_pu values are obtained at the startup of the PV plants, with a value equal to 1.036 pu for ETSID and
1.042 pu for NEXUS. The limit of maximum over-power detailed by the manufacturer is +20 %, far from the results
obtained in both PV plants. The average value of PMPP_STC_pu at the end of the first year is around 0.91 pu of the nominal
manufacturer’s value. Table 5 shows the main parameters of the PMPP_STC_pu values analyzed for ETSID and NEXUS. It is
appreciated that both facilities reach similar average values: 0.912 ±0.034 pu for ETSID and 0.902±0.043 pu for NEXUS
PV plant.
Table 5.
Statistical parameters for calculated PMPP_STC_pu values in ETSID and NEXUS.
ETSID
NEXUS
Average PMPP_STC_pu
0.912
0.902
0.034
0.043
Standard deviation
3.768 %
4.822 %
Coefficient of variation
0.872
0.830
Minimum
1.036
1.042
Maximum
The stabilization process of the two plants is analyzed by means of the variation of PMPP_STC_pu during the first
months of operation as a function of incoming accumulated irradiation in PSH. Fig. 7 presents the evolution of PMPP_STC_pu
in both installations and reveals some similarities. In both cases, there are three different regions in the graphs. In region a
(from the beginning of PV plant operation until 200 PSH) the PMPP_STC_pu values showed a rapid decrease from initial power.
Region b (extending approximately from 200 PSH to 1150 PSH) shows a smaller slope. In region c, the behavior of both
PV plants shows a large discrepancy in the PMPP_STC_pu evolution.
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Fig. 7. Evolution of PMPP_STC_pu in NEXUS and ETSID PV plants during the first year with respect to accumulated
PSH.
For values of PSH greater than 1150 PSH, approximately after eight months of operation, each PV plant behaved
differently. ETSID showed a small recovery in PMPP_STC_pu values while the NEXUS installation showed a decrease in the
PMPP_STC_pu values. The small recovery in the ETSID PV plant is explained by means of the seasonal variations in a-Si:H
modules, as reported in [61–63]. A thermal annealing phenomenon occurs when a-Si:H modules are exposed to high
temperatures (summer months), inducing a reversible process in which the hydrogen atoms return to their original position.
Because of this phenomenon, the PV plant output power shows a decline combined with a sinusoidal variation. This
sinusoidal evolution, depending on the climatic conditions, has been reported to occur between the first six to ten months
of continuous outdoor exposure and with an accumulated irradiation of around 1000 PSH. The NEXUS plant started its
operation in April at the beginning of the spring. The ETSID plant started to generate energy at the end of July (the hottest
month in Valencia). The use of normalized power enables a comparison of the behavior of both installations. It can be seen
that PV modules first exposed in a low radiation season (NEXUS) reach similar light induced stabilization values as those
that were first exposed during the months of highest irradiance and irradiation (ETSID). The difference between both curves
in the time scale is due to the slower and more stable evolution of the ETSID plant. The 200 PSH level is reached in NEXUS
after 40 days of operation, while the same level was reached in ETSID after just 33 days.

Analysis of the stabilization process by means of the exposure-response relationship
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Because the PMPP_STC_pu values show two different regions before reaching the stationary state, it is considered that
two effects in the a-Si:H modules cause these two time regimes. Hence, it is of interest to analyze the LID effect by using
exposure-response mathematical functions, also known as the dose-response relationship. An exposure-response
mathematical function is a type of analysis that is widely employed in diverse scientific fields [64–68]. In the most general
case, they are used as combined dose-time-response models. They are employed to describe the temporal variation of a
representative magnitude in an object population, as influenced by variation in the magnitude of an effector agent [64–68].
Depending on the field, the “population” may represent humans, other biological lifeforms in ecological systems, farm
lands, chemical compounds, enzymes, etc. Dose-response models are used to describe the effect of the amount of a toxin or
a therapeutic drug on survival in biological communities; the combined effect of inhibitors on enzymes [69]; the
relationships among exposure time, concentration, and toxicity of insecticides [70]; the quantity of applied fertilizer on
agricultural yield [71]; the relationship between herbicide dose and plant response [72]; the decomposition kinetics [73] or
the polymorphic transformations of solids [74], the voltage dependent activation of ion channels [75]; the concentration of
antioxidants on the oxidative stability of organic materials, etc. The logistic equation [76] assumes that the transformation
rate is proportional to both the transformed and the untransformed substrate. It predicts that the transformation initially
proceeds exponentially, then slows and eventually saturates.
Stabilization levels of PMM and radiation dosages for the PV plants after a certain exposure time can be calculated
by studying the exposure-response relations and by developing the corresponding models. Some reports exist where
polynomial correlation or exponential and logarithmic functions were used to explain the stabilization curve of the output
power during the first months of operation [77]. The novelty of the exposure-response approach is that it gives an adequate
description of the stabilization process observed in both PV plants under analysis.
In this study, exposure-response relationships depend on exposure time and exposure configuration (e.g., GI, Tamb,
Tcell, wind, etc.). Quantifying the response after a different exposure time, or for a different configuration, leads to a modified
relationship; and to altered conclusions about the effects of the external stimulus under consideration. This limitation is
caused by the complexity of systems composed of different materials and the often unknown recombination processes
operating between the external exposure and the material response (that in our study is dominated by the Staebler-Wronski
effect) [45]. Taking in account that two effector agents are present in the a-Si:H modules, we have considered a two-terms
exposure-response mathematical function described in Fig.8:
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Fig. 8. Generic example of the exposure-response mathematical function for a given set of parameters A1, A2, LOGx01,
Logx02, h1, h2 and p.
The parameters that appear in the exposure-response function are identified with the phenomenon under study,
being the PMPP_STC_pu the dependent variable, and the PSH the independent variable. The expression obtained after the
identification of the parameters is as follows:

(6)

Where the information analyzed from our model comes from Ps is stabilized PMPP_STC_pu; Pi is the initial PMPP_STC_pu;
C1 is the middle PSH value of the point for the evolution shown by the first slope; C2 is the middle PSH value of the point
for the evolution shown by the second slope; m1 and m2 being the corresponding slopes in m2/kWh; p is the weight of each
of the two terms used for adjustment; and R-square is the coefficient of determination calculated from the statistical fitting.
Parameters used for fitting the experiments are detailed in Table 6. Fig. 9 shows the resulting graphical representation
together with the values of PMPP_STC_pu obtained after the data filtering and normalization.
Table 6.
System parameters fitted for the two PV plants.
Ps

Pi

C1( kWh/m2)

C2( kWh/m2)

m1(m2/ kWh)

m2(m2/ kWh)

p

ETSID

0.8833

1.043

104.76607

510.02874

-0.00842

-0.00316

0.6077

0.981

NEXUS

0.9084

1.042

65.46899

373.29305

-0.02136

-0.00238

0.5463

0.964

R-square

Exposure to intense sunlight for prolonged time decreases the efficiency of a-Si∶H solar cells by up to 30 %: an
effect that is referred to as the Staebler-Wronski effect. In accordance with M. Fehr et al. [40], it is necessary to distinguish
between metastable light-induced defects that can be removed by annealing at moderate temperatures (100–200 °C for 1–
2h) [44,78], and defects present after deposition (native defects) that are stable with respect to annealing up to the deposition
temperature. A wide variety of models had been proposed to explain the Staebler-Wronski effect, but its microscopic process
still remains unclear due to the presence of many microvoids and vacancies in the a-Si:H layers [38,78,79].
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Fig. 9. ETSID (left) and NEXUS (right) PMPP_STC_pu values with respect to PSH.
From the analysis of the experimental data shown in Fig. 9 and considering the bibliographic studies presented, it
is reasonable to believe that until 1000 PSH (around seven working months for the two PV plants) the presence of two types
of defect populations can be detected. How they will modulate the performance of the modules is also influenced by the
accumulated irradiation over time. In Fig. 9 the first evolution in the a-region is characterized by a slope greater than the
corresponding slope in the b-region. In the b-region the slopes are quite similar for both installations, as confirmed by the
parameter values, m2ETSID and m2 NEXUS, shown in the Table 6. The differences in the startup date of each PV plant (ETSID
at the end of July and NEXUS at the beginning of April) and the different Tamb conditions (colder in April than in July),
induce an absolute slope m1Nexus almost three times greater for the NEXUS installation (/m1NEXUS/=0.02136 m2/kWh)
compared with /m1ETSID/=0.00842 m2/kWh. The final stabilization of PMPP_STC_pu at around 0.9 is reached more slowly in the
first months for the ETSID installation. According to the fittings used, it is found that /m2ETSID/ =0.0032 m2/kWh is greater
than /m2NEXUS/=0.0024 m2/ kWh. This is explained by the fact that from 200 PSH until 1150 PSH the ETSID modules are
working during the coldest months of the year – while that interval of PSH in Nexus PV plant occurs during the hottest
months.
It can be inferred that different defect populations are present in the a-Si:H material before they are exposed to
solar radiation. But clearly the first type (D1) of metastable defects acquire its stable configuration after the first irradiation
exposures (less than 200 PSH for both platforms); and a second type (D2) of metastable defects (still present in region b)
evolves to stables values around 800 PSH. Evolution of values in Fig. 9 shows that a periodic oscillation starts just before
arriving at the value of 800 PSH. This value of 800 PSH is an experimental data. According to the fitting model, the stable
value of PMPP_STC_pu is reached for a Ps parameter between 0.88 and 0.90. The p parameter used in the fitting tell us that the
population of defects D1, which first reaches its stable configuration, is only slightly greater than the subsequent evolution
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of D2. Bearing in mind the results presented, and according to this analysis, a model of evolution is proposed during the
first 7-8 months of implementation of the a-Si:H photovoltaic modules, given by the exposure-response mathematical
function described by Eq. (6). This function better describes the experimental behavior obtained by the monitoring system
than other functions detailed in [77], and represents a novelty in the field of fitting function for the analysis of the initial
stabilization of the PV cell efficiency under real outdoor conditions.

PV efficiency variation in the first year of operation
An analysis of the PV efficiency completes the characterization of the PV installations. Fig. 10 shows a comparison
of the efficiency of the modules in one day at the beginning of the study (“day 1”) and in another day at the end of the study
(“day 365”) for ETSID PV plant. A typical sunny day was chosen in the week of initial deployment of the PV array and in
the same week one year later (values of irradiance exceeding 700 W/m² at midday in PV plane). Using the PV field MPP
power and the irradiance given by the monitoring system and knowing the area of the PV field (APV), the instantaneous
efficiency of the PV field can be calculated as follows:

ƞ

∗

(7)

Fig. 10. Efficiency and irradiance in a typical sunny day for one of the first operating days, and a year later (ETSID PV
plant).
It can be seen in Fig. 10 that average values for the efficiency of day 1 are around 5.72 % and contrasting with cell
efficiency maximum initial values shown in Table 1 of 6.25 % for ETSID PV modules (in accordance with flash-test report).
The statistical uncertainty in the estimation of the efficiency can be extracted from the data presented in Fig. 10, 5.72±0.07
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for day 1 and 5.18±0.07 for day 365. This uncertainty value is lower than the one obtained from the sensor tolerances (1%
for power and 5% for irradiance, attending to manufacturer datasheet), estimated around 6% using linear error propagation
in eq. (7), 5.72±0.34 for day 1 and 5.18±0.31 for day 365. This difference shows that actual sensor tolerances are lower than
tolerances provided in the datasheets. This behavior is also seen in Fig. 5 in which PMPP_STC_pu power values show a statistical
uncertainty lower than 1%. Therefore, it is considered the statistical uncertainty observed as the accuracy in the efficiency
estimation.
Fig. 11 represents the cell efficiency values obtained from flash-test report in the ETSID PV plant, where an
average cell efficiency of 6.25 % is obtained. A difference of 0.5 % is observed when flash-test report values are compared
with the values obtained for day 1. Moreover, the modules were exposed to irradiance for one week while the PV plants
were being built. The MPP measurements were made using different equipment: the flash-test report uses a solar simulator
in controlled conditions in the factory and the MPP values for the first day correspond to the PMPP fixed by a grid-connected
inverter under real outdoor conditions.

Fig. 11. Graph shows the cell efficiency from the flash-report, average cell efficiency for midday of one the first days of
operation – and average cell efficiency one year later (ETSID PV plant).
Fig. 11 also includes the value of the average cell efficiency after one year of operation of the ETSID PV plant.
This average cell efficiency is equal to 5.18 %, and so there is a yearly degradation of about 0.52 % in cell efficiency when
compared with the cell efficiency obtained from experimental measures during one of the first days of operation. This
decrease of 0.52 % represents a decrease of approximately 10 % in MPP power values in the period of one year (4.9 Wpk
per each module in average values).
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4.

Conclusions

Two grid-connected a-Si:H photovoltaic arrays were used for the evaluation of initial stabilization under natural sunlight in
outdoor conditions. Light induced degradation was characterized for the more important module performance parameters.
The use of a per-unit approach enables a comparison of the results of PV plants with different MPP power sizes. This
characterization leads to the following conclusions:


Maximum MPP power under STC conditions at the startup of both installations is below the maximum values
given in the datasheet. While manufacturer details that describe over-power reach values of 20 %, the values
measured and analyzed in the PV installations produce an over-power value equal to 3.6 % in the ETSID
installation and 4.2 % in the NEXUS installation.



Average normalized MPP power under STC conditions for the first operating year of the photovoltaic facilities is
around 91 % ± 3 % of nominal manufacturer values for ETSID and 90 % ± 4 % for NEXUS (Table 5). Both are
below the values detailed in the datasheet (52 Wpk±3 %).



Stabilization of a-si:H modules occurs equally for modules deployed in the summer or winter when output power
is analyzed with respect to the number of PSH of exposition of the PV plant. Output power stabilized values are
statistically very nearly independent if the first exposition is made in a month with low PSH (NEXUS) or in one
of the months with the maximum number of PSH in the year (ETSID). An initial interval of rapid power decrease
is identified from the beginning of the PV operation until 200 PSH. A second interval presenting a smaller slope
is found from 200 PSH to 1150 PSH.



The kinetics of the light induced stabilization process occurs at different speeds – with initial summer exposure
causing a faster reduction in the output power. The startup of a PV plant in months with lower irradiance and
irradiation levels produces a slower and more stable speed in the light-induced stabilization process. The analysis
of the initial stabilization of a-Si PV plants by means of the accumulated PSH, instead of a time scale, enables
similarities to be found that can be applied in other PV plants that start operation in different moments of the year.



The comparison of the MPP power values in one of the first days of operation, and one year later, produces a
decrease of approximately 10 % in MPP power values in the period of one year. This decrease is equivalent to a
diminution of 0.5 % in the cell efficiency in the first year of operation. Another 10 % of difference is observed
when MPP power values in one of the first days of operation are compared with the average MPP power values
obtained from the flash-test report.
The exposure-response fitting function, applied to the study of the initial stabilization in a-Si:H photovoltaic

modules, represents a novelty approach linking the underlying physical effects with the efficiency decrease. This approach
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could also be applied by researchers working with other thin-film technologies. Prior to system installation, it also provides
all the information required – when considering the metastable behavior of these technologies – during the design and sizing
of thin-film PV plants. The exposure-response fitting function applied over the experimental measures indicates that two
different agents, or defect populations, are present when the modules starts working. The two defect populations will reach
a stable configuration depending on the incoming irradiation in PSH. As a result of the performed analysis and results
obtained, it can be stated that exposure-response function enables a better characterization and explanation of the plant
stabilization process than other fitting functions – and identifies the length of time needed to reach stable behavior.
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